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This article includes three parts. In first part, we study the stability of the solution
of the Cauchy problem for 1-D compressible Narvier-Stokes equations with general initial
data. The asymptotic limit of the solution is found under some conditions of the initial
data. The results in this part imply that the limit function of the solution is a viscous
contact wave as t →∞, which approximates the contact discontinuity on any finite-time
interval as the viscous coefficients toward zero. We improve the initial traces in [1], [2], [3], [4].
As a by-product, the decay rates of the solution for the logarithmic degenerate equation
are also obtained. The proofs are based on the elementary energy method and the study
of asymptotic behavior of the solution to the logarithmic degenerate equation.
In the second part we study the stability of the solution of the inflow problem for 1-D
compressible Narvier-Stokes equations with general initial data. The results obtained in
this part are similar as the first part.
In the third part, we study instability of spherically symmetric motion for Navier-
Stokes-Poisson equations when γ = 6/5 . We prove that the steady profile is unstable.
The results obtained in this part include that the existence of solution to Navier-Stokes-
Poisson equations when initial date have a small disturbance near the steady profile.
Moreover the estimate of existing time of solution to Navier-Stokes-Poisson equations is
obtained.







































































(v, u, θ)|t=0 = (v0, u0, θ0),
(0-1)
此处v0, θ0 > 0. v表示密度的倒数，θ表示温度，u表示速度. 相应初值条件为
(v, u, θ)|t=0 = (v0, u0, θ0) → (v±, 0, θ±) 当 x →∞. (0-2)
这里v± 与θ± 为正常数.















































)x, Θ(−∞, 0) = θ−, Θ(+∞, 0) = θ+的自相似解之差的H1模充分小，
且|θ+ − θ−|充分小的假设下得到的. 在第一章, 我们去掉了要求初值在抛物方程自相
似解附近小扰动的条件，在仅要求‖θ0x‖L2充分小的假设下，证明了问题(0-1)的解当时
间t趋于无穷时，趋于粘性接触间断波. 该结果也包括了Naver-Stokes方程(0-1)新的整








vt − svx − ux = 0,






























(v, u, θ)|x=0 = (v−, ub, θ−), t > 0,
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